DNA evidence,
simplified.
Finding answers in complex DNA
mixtures using TrueAllele® technology
We offer free TrueAllele screening
on DNA data from:
Serial crime • Homicide
Burglary • Sexual assault
Cold case • Drug crime • Weapons

Benefits

mixed evidence
from crime scene

crime lab
produces DNA data

TrueAllele computer
unmixes data

TrueAllele expert
testifies in court

✓

Effective. Mixed DNA samples (from 2 to 10 people) and low template DNA are regularly solved by TrueAllele.

✓

Fast. Cybergenetics typically delivers results within 2-3 weeks. Expedited service is available.

✓

Informative. TrueAllele finds matches (between evidence and people) when other methods cannot. The
technology gets results from “inconclusive” data, leading to confessions, convictions, exonerations and pleas.

✓

Investigative. For non-suspect cases, TrueAllele separates mixed DNA evidence. The computer provides profiles
for database searches or probable cause.

✓

Accepted. The validated TrueAllele results have been accepted in state, federal, military and foreign courts.

Know the Answer ®
Call 412.683.3004 or
visit www.cybgen.com

TrueAllele DNA interpretation

Frequently asked questions
The lab said the DNA was “inconclusive”. They said there was “insufficient genetic information.” Can
TrueAllele® technology help?
Yes. The computer finds information when other methods can’t. TrueAllele computing handles multiple
contributors, partial profiles and degraded DNA.
I don’t have a suspect. Can TrueAllele technology help?
Yes. TrueAllele computing gets information from the evidence. The profiles can be searched in a database like
CODIS, or used to provide probable cause.
The suspect and victim are related. Can TrueAllele technology help?
Yes. TrueAllele computing unmixes father-daughter, brother-brother, and other family DNA data.
Are TrueAllele results admissible in court?
Yes. The TrueAllele method has been admitted in state, federal, military and foreign courts. Qualifed TrueAllele
experts prepare attorneys for testimony.
Are the physical evidence items needed for TrueAllele processing?
No. The computer uses the DNA data, which crime labs develop from
biological evidence items. Only electronic data files are needed.

WHO is
Cybergenetics?

How do I send a case for a free TrueAllele screening?
Contact Cybergenetics.
For instructions, visit
www.cybgen.com/support

For 20 years, Cybergenetics
has provided crime labs,
attorneys and police with
DNA information when
other methods failed.

HOW can
TrueAllele help?
TrueAllele analysis routinely
provides useful results
in any type of case, from
homicides to property crime,
even when lab results are
inconclusive.

WHAT does
Cybergenetics do?

Cybergenetics specializes in
computer DNA interpretation
using TrueAllele technology.
Its methods are extensively
validated and are
accepted in court.
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